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Preface 

Born and raised on the island of Oahu, Hawai’i, I have grown to love and respect the 

‘Āina, which is Hawaiian for the land that  feeds us–not just physically, but 

emotionally and spiritually. Water is present everywhere from the streams to the 

ocean and the water we consume; I worry that one day, this delicate resource, will be 

gone. Seven years have passed since I have set foot in Hawaii. Just recently, I have 

gone back home to Hawai’i and I must admit, after seven years, the island seems to 

be much more crowded than what I remember. As the population continues to grow, 

water will be used more. Along with climate change affecting the sea level to rise and 

how it will affect the shapes of our shores. This realization made me believe that we 

need to make a change and that architecture can be one way to help save the source 

that is a giver of life as well as a power to respect.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

Section 1: Purpose and Goals 

As fresh water globally declines, our local communities are affected. This 

phenomenon is particularly acute in the islands of Hawai’i. The Hawaiians have a 

concept called Ahupua’a, which refers to the traditional land division system in 

Hawai’i. The goal of the research is to see how we can re-imagine island water 

culture to reintroduce authentic principles of the Ahupua’a to make modern 

developments sustainable. By addressing and understanding the experience, value of 

water, and history of its context, architecture can better be used as a tool for 

collecting, protecting and respecting water to create a deeper appreciation of this 

resource. This thesis project explores the human connection between water and 

landscape by utilizing architecture as a means for understanding the importance of 

this delicate resource. The research will be applied to the design of the Ala Wai Canal 

waterfront and boathouse in Waikiki. This project will serve as a test case for modern 

development with a focus on principles of the Ahupua’a and lessons to take for global 

uses. 
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Section 2: Water Today and the Future 

Freshwater availability is changing, as the world is experiencing climate 

change. Just less than three percent of the water on our planet is freshwater, as seen in 

Figure 1-1.  

 

Figure 1-1: Fresh Water Availability (Source: UNESCO and Frost & Sullivan http: www.frost.com) 
 
 
A majority of this water, about two percent of the world total, is contained in glaciers 

and ice sheets or stored below ground. The remaining one percent is found in lakes, 

rivers, and wetland areas or transported through the atmosphere in the form of water 

vapor, clouds, and precipitation. Rain and snowfall replenishes these freshwater 

sources.  

 The U.S. National Climate Assessment is projecting future rates of sea level 

rise to be challenging. As models suggest a range of additional sea level rise from 
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about two feet to as much as six feet, by year 2100, this scenario is projected in 

Figure 1-2 1 with respect to emissions. 

 

Figure 1-2: Past and Projected Changes in Global Sea level (Source: Global Sea Level Rise Scenarios 
for the United States National Climate Assessment. NOAA Tech Memo OAR CPO-1) 
 

Section 3: Why Hawai’i? 

Hawai’i is the most isolated landmass in the world, thousands of miles away 

from any other landmass, surrounded by the Pacific Ocean. Hawai’i draws millions of 

visitors around the globe and is home to over a million people. There is a need to 

protect the ‘Āina, the land that which feeds us, not just physically but emotionally and 

spiritually. At the heart of Hawaiian values is the concept of Malama i ka ‘Āina, 

which means ‘to take care of the land.’ 

                                                 
1 M. Vermeer and S. Rahmstorf, “Global Sea Level Linked to Global Temperature,” 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 106, no. 51 (2009): 106. 
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Architecture can support in the way people collect, protect, and respect water. 

Water is an essential element that is being taken for granted but also drives all other 

important elements in our daily lives.  To the Hawaiians, water is greatly valued. 

“Their word for wealth is waiwai, meaning lots of water. Whomever was blessed to 

have lots of water was wealthy.”2 Water is essential for our health and for our 

personal hygiene.  It is also essential for growing the food we eat. The Hawaiians 

have a poetic way of talking about water as shown in the quote below. 

“So Hawaiians believe we are blessed that God created our water (Wai) to travel, from the 

mountains where the Ohia Lehua trees grow, down to the sea, thereby sharing it's life giving 

gifts to all along the way. Once Wai reaches the sea it joins all the waters of the ocean and 

rejoices to remember it is a part of the greater whole. And the cycle continues as Wai 

evaporates and seems to disappear, only to reappear as clouds, grow heavy and once again fall 

back to earth. This blessed cycle of life of Wai is symbolic of another cycle, that of birth. The 

lehua blossoms are mostly red, so Wailehua could be red waters, or blood, blood that also 

nourishes the fetus, which, feeling nurtured and loved, dances playfully there. Yet another 

cycle represented here is that of human emotions. Divine Love coming from God above 

travels easily and as it's shared, this love helps us to dance through life, it helps us remember 

who we are. We are no stranger to love, to our divine happy selves, to our unity. Like the 

water drops in the ocean, we are truly one!”3 

The more we can understand and teach the Hawaiian Ahupua’a system, the better we 

can inspire the multitude of visitors that come and learn about the culture.  

Hawai’i relies on freshwater provided from rain, as it is the most vital natural 

resource of the island and its residents. According to the Hawaii Community 

                                                 
2 Susan Pa'iniu Floyd, “The Blessing of Water,” Aloha International (2014): 1, 
accessed Mar 11, 2016, http://www.huna.org/html/blesswater.html. 
3 Floyd, “The Blessing of Water” 
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Foundation, “Hawai‘i has been blessed with consistent rainfall, advantageous 

geology, and high-quality drinking water stores for centuries. Recent findings, 

however, have raised concern about long-term fresh water security for our Islands. 

University of Hawai‘i and other scientists have documented troubling trends 

including reduced rainfall, higher evaporation rates, and declining stream flows in 

recent decades. These findings, coupled with the demand of an ever-increasing 

population, suggest that Hawai‘i is entering an era of fresh water uncertainty”4.  

 

Figure 1-3: Mean Annual Rainfall State of Hawaii (Source: Rainfall Atlas of Hawaii Department of 
Geography, University of Hawaii at Manoa) 

 
Figure 1-3 shows the mean Annual Rainfall for the state of Hawai‘i. In addition, 

urban and agricultural activity leaves streams prone to runoff containing harmful 

effluents, such as chemicals, toxins, and other pollutants, which damage wetlands, 

reefs, and marine habitats. 

 

                                                 
4 Hawaii Community Foundation, “A Blueprint for Actions Water Security for an 
Uncertain Future,” Hawaii Fresh Water Initiative (2016-2018): 3. 
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Section 4: Methodology 

This thesis will study and examine the authentic ways the Hawaiians have 

dealt with water historically as a way to frame water use strategies moving forward. It 

will look at the Ahupua’a and the function of the Hawaiian system. It will then look 

at how Hawai‘i relates to the water cycle. The thesis will then determine the scope of 

study from the different site scales. From these findings, this will determine what the 

right site is from the parameters set forth. From there, the thesis will look at different 

scopes of precedents to study and learn from. Overall, looking from the precedent 

study, the thesis will determine options for strategies that will meet collect, protect, 

respect, and sustain. Next, application of these strategies to the design, with the 

context of the site, will occur. In concluding, an analysis of this will see if the thesis 

met the framework of study from the beginning. 

 

Ahupua’a 

“The Hawaiians have local, authentic, and historical understandings of the 

land called, Ahupua’a, which are land divisions that span from mountain to reef, 

where a community can live comfortably since all their resources are present.”5 An 

essential component to an Ahupua’a is the water since it is visible and used 

throughout the land. However, today many waterways have been covered over or 

redirected due to urban growth causing the Ahupua’as to break its living ecological 

                                                 
5 “Ahupua'a,” Kumukahi Living Hawaiian Culture, 2015, accessed November 12, 2015, 
http://www.kumukahi.org/units/ka_honua/onaepuni/ahupuaa. 
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system.  This thesis will use the concept the Ahupua’a as a framework that drives the 

design of what the site analysis or context is calling for.  

Site Analysis and Environment  

 Site Analysis will be explored from three scales the macro, micro, and 

building procedure. The site analysis will be used as a way to determine where and 

the reasoning of the building and what program will be happening in this space. 

 

Precedent Research 

Waterfront precedents will be studied for its program and how it reactivates 

the unused or opportunity spaces. Each precedent will be looked at for how each will 

bring people to theses spaces. What will also be looked at are the implemented 

systems incorporated to make the space sustainable such as either how they deal with 

storm water runoffs to how they clean the waters. 

 Resilient Architecture is necessary to study because of the unfavorable 

prevailing climate change. Rising sea levels will only worsen in the near future. The 

research scope is looking at ways landscape projects dealt with flooding to the 

machine technology that prevents damage to coastal areas.  

 Tropical Architecture precedents will also be studied looking at how other 

architects have designed for this type of climate. This will be done by looking at it at 

all elements from the wind, the sun, water, and environmental impact with a focus on 

how water is implemented or defended to each project. Subsequently, sustainable 

characteristics will be looked at from shading to passive energy.  
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 Boathouse Architecture will be looked at for its programmatic research, which 

will expose ways architecture can demonstrate or expose the varied presences to 

water. Events and spaces that allow for people, land, nature and the environment to 

proclaim water in all its value will be developed in the architectural programming of 

this project. A comparison of the different programmatic differences to community 

centers to intuitional will be included as well.  

 Tectonics / Materials will be researched to determine the construction 

characteristics to complement the program. Finding materials that are local to the area 

and using the techniques that are used. Exploring the historic aspect of how things 

were constructed and easy to use materials. 

The overall precedent research will primarily focus on an exploration of 

architects’, strategies and robust architectures that have collected, protected, and 

respected water. Some architects include are Glenn Murcutt and Geoffrey Bawa, who 

understand building in a tropical climate. By understanding the other elements and 

condition, this will complement the experience of water.  

 

Strategies 

Waterfront developments strategies include how to collect, protect, respect, 

and sustain water. Looking at strategies to bring people to these spaces. Followed by 

exploring how the hard and soft edges work and spaces created. 

Resilient Architecture strategies include how to protect the coastal or flooding 

areas from disaster. Exploring how landscape and mechanical systems work to these 

lowland areas.  
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Tropical Architecture strategies include how to design with all the different 

climate elements. Looking into how we can collect, protect, respect, and sustain 

water. It is a great opportunity to create a passive energy building or even off the grid. 

Boathouse Architecture strategies are to compare the size of spaces and see 

what space connects to one another. Then incorporate the ideas of the collection, 

protection, respect, and sustainability with water.  

Tectonics / Materials strategies include using local materials. Then using the 

local construction and techniques used to create the structures of Hawai’i. 

Application and Conclusion 

Overall, looking from the precedent study will determine options for strategies 

that will meet collection, protection, respecting, and sustainability. Following suit will 

be the application of these strategies to the design with the context of the site in mind. 

In conclusion, an analysis will then determine whether the thesis met the framework 

of study from the beginning. 
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Chapter 2: Ahupua’a 
 

Here we will talk about what is an Ahupua’a, how the ahupua’a is divided, 

and how each is taken care of by many different people. Then looking at the three 

zones that create the ahupua’a and what goes on in each zone. 

Section 1: Ahupua’a – Hawaiian Roots 

What is an Ahupua’a? 

“An Ahupua’a is a traditional land division system in Hawai’i. The islands are 

divided up into several ahupua’a.  Each ahupua’a is usually divided by natural 

boundaries, like mountain ridges. They can stretch from the mountain ridges to the 

coral reef system and vary in size. Some are as small as 100 acres. Others are as large 

as 100,000 acres. Each ahupua’a has the resources for ʻohana, or families, to live 

comfortably.”6 

Why did Hawai’i create ahupua’a? During the 13th century there were no 

land divisions, therefore food was limited, and chiefs argued over land rights. A great 

chief named Māʻilikūkahi wanted to ensure that the people had enough resources to 

live comfortably. Māʻilikūkahi orders his chiefs to survey the island and have them 

mark the boundaries for each land division. Figure 2-1 shows how Oahu was divided 

within the mountain ridges. 

                                                 
6 Kamehameha Schools, “Ahupua'a,” Kumukahi Living Hawaiian Culture, 2016, 
accessed Jan 25, 2016,http://www.kumukahi.org/units/ka_honua/onaepuni/ahupuaa. 
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Figure 2-1: Ahupua’a Names on Oahu (Source: Kamehameha School) 
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The island of Oahu was first divided into moku (large districts), then further into 

ahupua’a, and even further into smaller tracts. Figure 2-2 shows the land division this 

thesis will be studying. The organization of the land and the people into different 

groups and subgroups made life easier. The land and the people became even more 

productive. In the process, resources became abundant and would last long into the 

future. 

 

Figure 2-2: Ahupua’a Land Breakdown (Source: Kamehameha School) 

 

Māʻilikūkahi orders for the division of land brought peace. The ahupua’a was a self-

sustaining unit, where everyone had access to the resources they needed to live well. 

If they could not make or get what they needed, they could get them from other 

ahupua’a by trading.  When resources were limited, they were conserved and placed 
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under kapu, which means no trespassing, till available in the future. For example, 

kapu is placed on certain fish during their reproductive season. The people thrived 

and the land thrived. 

 “Māʻilikūkahi assigned high chiefs to each of the six moku. They were called 

aliʻi ʻai moku. The people who ruled over the ahupua’a were the aliʻi ʻai ahupuaʻa. It 

was their kuleana (responsibility) to make sure the ‘āina was productive. The 

konohiki (land steward) were involved with the day-to-day operations of the 

ahupua’a. They were a lesser rank of chiefs called kaukaualiʻi. The konohiki were 

usually related to the chiefs of the district or even the aliʻi nui (high chief). The 

konohiki supervised the activities of the fisher and farmer.”7 Figure 2-3, is how 

people worked and lived in the ahupua’a. The smaller parcels were each assigned to 

kaukaualiʻi. The makaʻāinana became stewards of the ahupuaʻa where they lived. 

Their hands worked directly with the land, and so their work was very important to 

the health and wealth of the ahupuaʻa. 

 
                                                 
7 “Ahupua'a,” Kumukahi Living Hawaiian Culture 
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Figure 2-3: Ahupua’a System (Source: Painter Marilyn Kahalewai, Kamehameha School) 

Section 2: Ahupua’a Zones  

Understanding the history of the Ahupua’a is a major part of this thesis. With 

three zones the Upland, Lowland, and Coastal, need to be examined that is because 

each zone relies on each other, as seen in Figure 2-4. If one zone were to fail the rest 

of the ahupua’a system will fail, that is the reason why we need to look at the system 

as a whole. Therefore, understanding the water cycle is another aspect to keep in 

mind, as it is the way water and land work together to create this living system.  

 

Figure 2-4: Ahupua’a System Zones (Source: Painter Marilyn Kahalewai, Kamehameha School) 
 

After finding the implication for the three zones and how the system works, 

the study will move into creating a model of how each zone could work in the modern 

development. By reintroducing them in this three terms Collect, Protect, and Respect.  
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Collect 

In the collect zone, we will be looking for ways to collect water by finding 

precedents that collect water from different layers. Which bring to the question of 

whether we collect from the top of the canopy or from the ground of the soils or both? 

Creating diagrams that show the water cycle and how in first touches the earth from 

the top of the tree canopies to the ground and soil. It is showing how water is 

collected and how it moves within a physical or natural environment. 

Protect 

In the protection zone, we will be looking for ways to slow down and filter the 

water. This will be conducted by looking for precedents that can compare with what 

this zone was before, which is farmlands. Lo’i, which are taro patches are ways that 

the Hawaiians created to grow their food. However, the Lo’i was not only a place to 

grow their food but a way to divert stream water into to slow down the flow of water 

to the ocean. So, finding modern precedents like raceways or terracing that help slow 

down water flow as well as filtering water with natural vegetation.  Here there is a 

need to look how to filter out storm water runoff from the buildings and streets that 

enter the streams. Therefore, by creating sectional diagrams we will be able to see 

how water flows to buildings, streets, and sources of water in a way that will allow 

one to study how we can help the ecosystem. In addition, systems that can protect 

from rising sea levels or flooding will also be looked at. 

Respect  

Respect is a zone that needs to be dynamic as it is the point fresh and salt 

water comes together. It is a place where flooding can happen. Knowing the where 
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the sea level rise is going to be. Sectional diagrams will be important to understand 

where that flood line is at all views. This is a place to celebrate but also be aware that 

water is a living and powerful element we need to respect. Importantly it is the place 

for learning and gathering. Bringing the community together as a whole to celebrate 

and give thanks to the 'āina for what it has provided.  
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Chapter 3: Site and Environment  

In Site and Environment, we will be talking about the Waikiki Ahupua’a as 

the macro scale. The steps to determine the focus site are: 

1. Diagraming the urban fabric and the surrounding context. 

2.  Focusing on how the ahupua’a relates to the water cycle and to the site of 

the Ala Wai Canal.  

3. Determine what makes a good site.  

4. Careful analysis of each site and choosing the site where the building will 

be built. 

5. Show reasoning of how the site is chosen and what the program is going to 

be within the site.  

This thesis will follow these steps to determine the focus site. 

 

Section 1: Waikiki Ahupua’a 

 This thesis will focus on the Waikiki Ahupua’a, which is located on the 

southeast of Oahu as seen in Figure 3-1 where the urban scale site is between Ala 

Moana from the west and Diamondhead to the east. The Ala Wai Canal is the outlet 
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Figure 3-1: Waikiki Ahupua’a (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 
of three streams as seen in Figure 3-2. Maikiki, Manoa, and Palolo Stream out pour to 

the Ala Wai Canal then out to the ocean from the Harbor. The Waikiki Ahupua’a is  

 
Figure 3-2: Waikiki Ahupua’a Stream Diagram (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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an excellent example of how Hawai’i is a great place to understand the water cycle. 

Figure 3-3 shows the transect through the ahupua’a. Here you can see that water is 

evaporated from the Kailua side or northeast where condensation happens.  Then it 

rains from east to west as the trade winds blow the clouds from the northeast. Where 

the wettest side is the east and rain lessens moving to the west. The peak of the 

ahupua’a is 5.5 miles inland and the site Ala Wai Canal is about 1 mile from the 

coast. 

 

Figure 3-3: Transect Waikiki Ahupua’a (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

As we look at the site shown in Figure 3-4, the Waikiki area is surrounded by the 

Waikiki beach to the south, Manoa to the north, and Ala Wai Canal in between. 

 

Figure 3-4: Aerial View of Waikiki (Source: Google Earth) 
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Figure 3-5: Existing Section Ala Wai Canal (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 
 
Figure 3-5 shows the existing section of the canal. The top section is the typical 

section from the west side of the canal showing both being hard edges. The bottom 

section is the typical section through the long stretch of canal. It shows both sides 

being a hard edge. From here will look at the site as seen in Figure 3-6. The Ala Wai 

Canal being 72 acres, site 1 4.95 acres, site 2 1.16 acres, and site 3 0.56 acres. 
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Figure 3-6: Ala Wai Canal (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 

It is a total of about 1.5 miles of the canal. Looking at the land use of the surrounding 

context in Figure 3-7, notice that the canal is filled with mainly resort mix use and 

apartment mix use to the south of canal. What is also seen is recreational and open 

space to the north. The west is mainly commercial buildings. Judging by what can be 

seen in this land use map, there could be an opportunity to develop off the north side 

of the canal.  
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Figure 3-7: Land Use (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

 The site shows that the canal has hard edges to both the west and south side as 

seen in Figure 3-8. The surrounding context is  

 

Figure 3-8: Soft vs Hard Edges (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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covered with a minimal amount of green spaces as seen in Figure 3-9. From the west, 

you have Ala Moana Beach Park and Magic Island. Then the Ala Wai Promenade 

that wraps to the park then ends. The east has an Ala Wai Golf Course and southeast 

has Honolulu Zoo. There is also a great community garden that sits to the west of site 

3. With all of these green spaces, we have the opportunity to connect the green spaces 

as a loop.  

 

Figure 3-9: Green Spaces (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 
 Next, we look at the street circulation in Figure 3-10. Here we see that 

Waikiki has one-way roads that wrap around the town and flows west on the south 

side of the canal. There are only three bridges that cross the canal to enter Waikiki. 

McCully St. has the most interaction with the sites, site 1 being intersected from 

Kapiolani Blvd on the north and Ala Wai Blvd to the south. Here giving site 1 more 

presents to people going to Waikiki, acting like a gateway.  
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Figure 3-10: Street Circulation (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 
 

After determining the area, we create places or districts as seen in Figure 3-11. 

From west to east, you have the convention district that brings the world to this area 

from the conventions center building. Next, the Park District, which includes the 

community center and an opportunity to reactivate the area as it is in the middle of all 

the main intersections. Then we have the Education District, which houses multiple 

schools, which can bring a place to learn about cleaning the waters of the Ala Wai. 

Then there is the golf district to the east and all three Waikiki districts to the south. 
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Figure 3-11: Places or Districts (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 

Section 2: What can be determine in the Macro/urban scale? 

First, looking at the canal it feels like a divide as seen in Figure 3-12. 

 
Figure 3-12: Canal as a divide (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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The divide is seen between the north to the shores to the south. From this, the 

question at hand is, how would we reconnect both sides? We look at the streets and 

the context around the area, shown in Figure 3-13.  

 

Figure 3-13: Street conditions (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

From Figure 3-13, only three bridges to the west can be seen. These three bridges 

cross the canal and the only other way is to go around from the east. When taking a 

closer look towards the streets in particular, two axis of streets are seen. Both can be 

future possible connection(s) to both ends. Figure 3-14 show the two connections that 

could happen.  
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Figure 3-14: Possible future connections (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

First, the axis that directly connects University of Hawaii to Kalakaua Ave is 

Kalaimoku St to University Ave. The second connection would be from Lewers St 

across to site 3, which could be a great opportunity to build on this because in effect it 

will give access to the new building and connect both sides of the canal. If we were 

going for the second option, then it could look like Figure 3-15.  
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Figure 3-15: Possible design connection (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

As shown in Figure 3-15, it would create a new bike and pedestrian bridge that 

connects to Lewers St and connecting to Kalakaua Ave with a new greenway. 

Overall, this will connect the university and beach back together.  

 

Section 3: What constitutes a good site? 

As we look at the area at a macro scale to understand the overall area, we can now 

move into the micro scale to observe site details. A good site includes the opportunity 

to be next to the canal, area to see the flow of water, and engage in the surrounding 

context. It also looks at the solar connection to the site and the direction to where the 

wind blows. This could help determine the feasibility of creating a passive energy 

building or not. Consider the three sites, one being at the intersection of McCully St 
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and Ala Wai Blvd, the other next to Ala Moana Blvd., and the remaining site on the 

outlet of Manoa-Palolo stream.  

 

Section 4: Site 1, Ala Wai Community Center 

 Site 1 is located at the intersection of McCully St and Kapiolani Blvd. with 

the canal waterfront to the south and street traffic to the west and north, as shown in 

Figure 3-16 below. The trade winds come from the northeast with no barriers to block 

it. This allows the capture of the wind for cooling and a possibility of a wind power 

system for buildings. The solar path is not in site of any shadows. The west of the site 

is close to the existing Ala Wai Promenade.  

 
Figure 3-16: Site 1 Ala Wai Community (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 

Section 5: Site 2, Ala Wai Harbor 

 Site 2 is located on the west side of Ala Moana Blvd before you enter into 

Waikiki, as seen in Figure 3-17. The site has hard edges all around. The building to 
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the south of the site cast a large shadow throughout the day. There is only one way to 

get to this site. The site is too far from the main stretch of the canal, which would 

discourage people from using the canal. This site is able to capture the wind since 

there are no barriers as the wind flows northeast to site.  

 

 
Figure 3-17: Site 2 Ala Wai Harbor (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Section 6: Site 3 Manoa-Palolo Stream Intersection 

 Site 3 is located on the Manoa-Palolo Stream intersection, southeast of the 

community garden, in Figure 3-18. It has the opportunity to collect and clean water 

from stream outlet to the southeast. The site receives sunlight throughout the year and 

is in shadow for a little bit during the winter from the neighboring apartment across 

the canal. Wind blows consistently throughout the day from the northeast as people 

pass this place from the bike and pedestrian path on the site. 

 

Figure 3-18: Site 3 Manoa-Palolo Stream Intersection (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

After analyzing all the sites, site 1 is one that meets some of my consideration 

to what makes a good site. It meets the water and is a connector of different scales to 

vehicles to the pedestrian. Site 1 has a great opportunity to play the relationship with 

architecture and landscape. Site 2 is just far away from where the connection with 

water flowing at it is basically the end of the canal. Site 3 in the other hand is the right 
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site to work on. It is on the edge where water can be collected, protected and 

respected to join architecture, landscape and culture. 

Section 7: Site 3 Analysis 

The site chosen lies on the intersection of Manoa-Palolo stream and the Ala 

Wai Canal. Figure 3-19 shows the selected site boundaries. Consisting of three acres 

of land, the site includes an existing dog park and baseball field. The site chosen sits 

near the Ala Wai Canal. As seen in Figure 3-20, the site chosen is adjacent to Ala 

Wai Canal. Therefore, flooding on the site will occur when canal rises. 

 
Figure 3-19: Selected Site Boundaries (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 3-20: Relationship of Selected Site to Canal and Stream (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 
 
The site is cornered by two schools as seen in Figure 3-21. Ala Wai Elementary to the 

north and Iolani School to the Northeast of the site. This can later be an opportunity 

to leverage the educational aspect when working on the program. On site, there is an 

existing green space that can be connected with this site. In Figure 3-22, it shows the 

Ala Wai Park and the Ala Wai Community garden connecting to one another and 

possibly able to connect with site selection. 
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Figure 3-21: Schools around the Area (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 
Figure 3-22: Green Spaces (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 3-23 illustrates the different transits from pedestrian, bike, cars, bus, and 

canoes. This shows how people move around the site. From this analysis it can be 

determined that the site holds three access points, as shown in Figure 3-24. Being that 

the site is close to the canal flooding occurs. Figure 3-25 shows the existing 

hydrology flow around and on the site. Notice that there are places that water sits, 

which provides the opportunity to collect water. Hawaii is blessed to have trade winds 

that blow consistently. In Figure 3-26, the wind blows from the northeast. Therefore, 

creating a west-east orientation building would help to make the building become a 

passive energy structure. Lastly, in Figure 3-27 shows how the sun moves on the site. 

This will help determine where shading is necessary. 

 
Figure 3-23: Transit (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 3-24: Access Points (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 
Figure 3-25: Hydrology Flow (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 3-26: Wind Direction (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 
Figure 3-27: Solar Movement (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Chapter 4: Program  

 In Program, we will talk about who are the users, how each person 

experiences the space, and see which spaces are used. From there we will describe the 

characteristics of collect, protect, and respect. Some characteristics will include how 

water is expressed in each space whether physically or expressively. Then focus on 

how lighting comes into the building, as well as whether we want it in the space, keep 

it away, or stay in the shade. Next is the wind factor. Here we discuss how we create 

spaces that will let wind flow through the spaces without making the space 

uncomfortable. Lastly, showing the spaces size and relationship to one another 

whether it be there are indoors, outdoors, or in between. 

The program will explore a boathouse community center where the 

community and tourists can come and learn how to build outrigger canoes and learn 

about the Ahupua’a. It allows for an educational aspect to it with the opportunity for 

children from their respective schools to learn about the culture and the environment 

they live in. 

Section 1: The Users and Experiences 

 To start, the program is to understand what and who the types of people are 

who will be coming to this place. Therefore, we needed to figure out who the users 

are and what they are doing in this space. Several questions come to mind when 

determining this. Such examples include, How does one experience each space and in 

what sequence? What method of transportation is used to arrive to the specific space? 

There are a variety of questions that need to be answered. Figure 4-1 shows some of 
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the users that are coming to this place and their experience. In red are the spaces that 

each user experiences in a typical day in this place.  

 
Figure 4-1: The User and Experience (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Section 2: Characteristics of Collect, Protect, and Respect  

This thesis then looked at collect, protect, and respect characteristics. In 

Figure 4-2, it illustrates each characteristic of collect, protect, and respect in regards 

to water, sun, and wind. Where as shown, water is the most important among the 

three. Respect is one that characterizes and helps educate and learn from the history.  

When looking at the elements of sun and light coming into the spaces we did 

not want strong and harsh light. Therefore, Lanais or porches must be taken into 

account within the design.  

 
Figure 4-2: Characteristics of Collect, Protect, and Respect. (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 

Section 3: Spaces 

After determining the users and the spaces, we created three types of spaces: 

indoor, between, and outdoor. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 shows the different spaces based 

on the user’s needs.  
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 The program is an eco-tourism facility that draws upon Hawaiian traditions. 

The current use of the canal is for outrigger canoeing, therefore incorporating the 

voyaging history to the program. Since the site is in the education district and the 

University of Hawaii is in the area, the program incorporated an educational aspect to 

help bring this place to utilize as a place for learning as well as improve the 

performance of the site by collect, protect, and respect.  

 

 

Figure 4-3: Spaces organized into indoor, outdoor, or between. (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 4-4: Spaces organized into indoor, outdoor, or between. (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Chapter 5: Case Studies (Precedents)  

In this chapter, we look at the scope study among different precedents. One 

being waterfronts, resilient architecture, tropical architecture, boathouse, and tectonic 

and materials. This chapter will highlight what they have done and how we can take 

the lessons learned to improve or incorporate the ideal into our own project. Each 

topic precedent will then be simplified as strategies to be applied to the design. 

 

Section 1: Waterfront 

Waterfront precedents will be studied for its program and how it reactivates 

the unused or opportunity spaces. Each precedent will be looked at for how each will 

bring people to theses spaces. What will also be looked at are the implemented 

systems incorporated to make the space sustainable through either how they deal with 

storm water runoffs to how they clean the waters.  

 Shanghai Houtan Park, designed by Turenscape as seen in Figure 5-1, is a 

great example of a brownfield industrial site turned into a demonstration park that 

highlights different systems to actively cleaning the river. Houtan Park is a 

constructed wetland, ecological flood control. It reclaimed industrial structures and 

materials. The park recovered the degraded waterfront in an aesthetically pleasing 

way. 
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Figure 5-1: Shanghai Houtan Park (Source: ArchDaily)  

 
  
 The Cheonggyecheon River in Seoul, South Korea is designed by Seoann 

Total landscape as seen in Figure 5-2. This project was designed under an old 

highway. It was designed to protect a flood for up to a 200-year flood. The project 

helps increases biodiversity, reduces the urban island effect, improve circulation with 

transportations around the area, and increase property price around the area. 

 
Figure 5-2: Cheonggyecheon River (Source: ArchDaily) 
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 The Seattle Waterfront design by the Seattle department of transportation is 

seen in Figure 5-3. The project created consists of continuous sidewalks, a cycle 

track, a planted median, and planted buffers between the road and the sidewalk. This 

project is great in understanding the different edges as well as how people and 

vehicles can communicate with one another within the same space.   

 

 

Figure 5-3: Rendering of Seattle Waterfront Design (Source: City of Seattle and James Corner Field 
Operations) 

 
 

Section 2: Resilient Architecture 

Resilient Architecture is necessary to study because of the unfavorable 

prevailing climate change. Rising sea levels will only worsen in the near future. The 

research scope is looking at ways landscape projects dealt with flooding to the 

machine technology that prevents damage to coastal areas. 
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 The New York’s Future Defenses against storm and rising sea level project 

designed by Bjarke Ingels Group is a project that highlights resilient architecture that 

can be implemented to many coastal places in the near future, as seen in Figure 5-4. 

This project consists of constructed parks, elevated areas, and flood barriers. It has 

breakwaters to slow waves, raised green spaces, and hidden floodwalls that flip down 

during a flood event.  

 

 

Figure 5-4: New York’s future defenses Render (Source: Rebuild by Design 
http://www.rebuildbydesign.org) 

 
 
 The project Sea change: Boston design by Sasaki Associates advocating for a 

long-term resiliency strategy for the Greater Boston area as seen in Figure 5-5. This 

project designs ways to live when sea level rise while looking at it at multiple scales  
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Figure 5-5: Section of Sea Change: Boston (Source: Sasaki Associates http://www.sasaki.com) 
 
 
 This thesis also looked at mechanical systems that can help protect flood 

areas. Like the self-closing flood barrier, seen in Figure 5-6. This system is powered 

by water and is run by itself. The wall has a 100% no failure and is used around the 

world. 
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Figure 5-6: Self-closing flood barrier (Source: Presray http;//www.presray.com) 

 

Section 3: Tropical Architecture 

Tropical Architecture precedents will be studied, looking at how other 

architects have designed for this type of climate. This will be done by looking at it at 

all elements from the wind, sun, water, and environmental impact with a focus on 

how water is implemented or defended to each project. Next, will be observing the 

sustainable characteristics from shading to passive energy. 

The Garden by the Bay design by Grant Associates is a fusion of nature, 

technology, and environmental management, which creates a place for both leisure 

and education, as seen in Figure 5-7. The project works with the climate as it is in a 

tropical climate. It also has water systems collection and reuse of water. 
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Figure 5-7: Garden by the Bay (Source: ArchDaily) 
 
 
 The thesis also looked at two tropical architects Glenn Murcutt and Geoffrey 

Bawa. Glenn Murcutt’s project Marika-Alerton House in Figure 5-8 is a great 

example of designing with the climate. This project is a bioclimatic architecture, 

restricts solar gain, air movement, and evaporative cooling. Geoffery Bawa’s project 

Blue Water Hotel in Figure 5-9 is similar to Murcutt’s project as it designs with the 

climate just Bawa’s was in Sir Lanka and Murcutt’s is in Australia.  
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Figure 5-8: Marika-Alerton House (Source: http://www.ozetecture.org) 
 
 

 

Figure 5-9: Blue Water Hotel (Source: http://www.srilankanexpeditions.com) 
 

Section 4: Boathouse Architecture 

Boathouse Architecture will be looked at for its programmatic research that 

will expose ways architecture can demonstrate or expose the varied presences to 

water. Events and spaces that allow for people, land, nature and the environment to 

proclaim water in all its value will be developed in the architectural programming of 
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this project. Then comparison of the programmatic differences to community centers 

to institutional. 

This thesis looked at different boathouse from the community center to 

reactivating areas too intuitional. The Community Rowing Boathouse designed by 

Animahian Winton Architects in Figure 5-10 is a great example of bringing the 

community together to learn about the sport of rowing and getting out on the waters.  

  

 

Figure 5-10: Community Rowing Boathouse (Source: ArchDaily) 
 
 Then you got WMS Boathouse at Clark Park seen in Figure 5-11, designed by 

Studio Gang Architects who reactivate the river with the boathouse. The project 

offers a wide range of indoor and outdoor activities year round, including learn to row 

sessions both in tanks and on the river, youth and masters team rowing, ergometer 

training, rowing-inspired yoga classes, and lessons tailored to individuals with 
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disabilities. The project provided a publically accessible riverfront; it also reveals the 

larger movement toward an ecological and recreational revival of the Chicago River. 

 

Figure 5-11: WMS Boathouse at Clark Park (Source: Steve Hall http//:www.archdaily.com) 
 
 
 The C. Bernard Shea Rowing Center at Princeton in Figure 5-12 is designed 

by Peterson Architects. This is an intuitional rowing boathouse where its program is 

designed for the team. Coaches have their own space as well as all the essentials for 

the team including a gym, lockers, and clubrooms.  
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Figure 5-12: C. Bernard Shea Rowing Center (Source:  Jamie Redman http:// 
jamieredman.wordpress.com) 

 
 

Doing this project in Hawai’i water is present everywhere you go, from the 

streams to the ocean, water is always there. Therefore, bringing the water into the 

building to showcase that water is the important driver to a living environment. 

 

Section 5: Tectonics / Materials  

Tectonics / Materials will be researched to determine the construction 

characteristics to complement the program. Finding materials that are local to the area 

and using the techniques are used. Exploring the historic aspect of how things were 

constructed and easy to use materials. Some material this thesis is looking at is 

glulam construction and outrigger canoe construction. 
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Chapter 6: Strategies (synthesis) 
 
 In this chapter, we will talk about how we can use the precedent studies done 

from the last chapter and create strategies to use during the design part of the thesis. 

We will be looking at strategies from how we can collect, protect, respect, and sustain 

water. Many of these precedents relate to one another and are not final to any one 

type of solution or theme.  

Section 1: Waterfront 

 Some strategies include collecting water whether we put them in cisterns or 

rain gardens it a way to recharge the ground waters. Recycling water and then reusing 

it as grey water. 

 Planning for sea level rise and flood in low coastal areas. Designing with the 

100-year flood in mind, creating landscape systems from berms, levees, and 

floodwalls ensures efficient use of the water along with the architect. This also 

ensures that we are protecting the environment including the habitat and landscape. 

 We need to respect the water as water can bring us either good or bad. To 

sustain we need to think about the environment, social, and economic aspects. 

Section 2: Resilient Architecture 

 Here we must design to protect from flooding as sea level rise our shores will 

change over time. Designing with flooding in mind will help design to those 

situations. Then respecting the power of water, it can give us either joy or hard time 

so we must respect it.  
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Section 3: Tropical Architecture 

 The diagram below in Figures 6-1 and 6-2 show how we can design for 

tropical climates. From observing water and how we can collect, protect, and respect. 

Followed by looking at how we can design for the solar gain and air movement since 

it is essential to keep in mind as we intergrade between architecture and landscape. 

 
Figure 6-1: Strategies of Designing (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 6-2: Principles for building in a tropical climate (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

 

Section 4: Boathouse Architecture 

 Designing a boathouse that can collect, protect, respect, and sustain. Allowing 

the architecture to have water present. So understanding the relationship with water 

whether it be physically or just visual.  
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Section 5: Tectonics / Materials  

  Materials and construction need to be sustainable. Using local resources is the 

right direction so we know that the material belongs in the area. Then using the local 

construction methods to keep the cultural aspect and historic value.   

Section 6: Catalog of Strategies for Collect, Protect, Respect  

Bioswales 

 Figure 6-3 is a typical Bioswale. It slows, collects, and purifies water when 

surface runoff enters a swale. The purification of water helps to protect the water 

source when returned into stream. At the same time, it restores wildlife habitat thus 

respecting the natural environment. 

 
Figure 6-3: Bioswale (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Sidewalk Stormwater Management 

 Figure 6-4 is a sidewalk stormwater management system. This system 

separates large trash items then it slows and purifies water before it enters the 

mangrove. Mangroves are important because it provides its own community of plants 

and the growth of restoring wildlife.   

 
 

 
Figure 6-4: Sidewalk Stormwater Management (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

Bioretention Pond 

 Figure 6-5 is a Bioretention Pond. Here it collects rainwater and surface 

runoffs and slows the process of returning into sewers or water sources. However, if it 

flows into water sources it will have been purified. Lastly, it restores wildlife by 

bringing back native animals to local areas. 
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Figure 6-5: Bioretention Pond (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

Roof Water Collection 

Figure 6-6 is a roof water collection system. Here it collects rainwater by the 

runoff from the roofs. The slope of the roof allows water to flow into the drain, which 

is then channeled into a cistern. The cistern holds water for use for toilets and 

prevents water from flooding as quickly. 
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Figure 6-6: Roof Water Collection (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

Terracing 

Figure 6-7 is a terracing system. This is a Hawaiian strategy that was used 

from the beginning of civilization in the ahupua’a. Here it diverts stream water into a 

terracing taro patches. Where it slows, purifies and irrigates the plants within the 

system.  
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Figure 6-7: Terracing (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Chapter 7:  Design 

 In this chapter, we will talk about the schemes, organization, and how we 

applied the strategies of collect, protect, and respect into the design of an eco-tourism 

facility. Then show the thesis boards that were defended during the thesis 

presentation. 

Section 1: Schemes 

Cardinal Flow Scheme 

In Figure 7-1, the scheme is called the cardinal flow. Here the buildings and 

axis are aligned with the cardinal direction. The scheme moves the existing walking 

path from the south to go through the site courtyard. Then moves from the north- to 

the south of the docks. Some of the negatives of this scheme are little connection to 

the waterfront; courtyard gets hot in the hot hours, and forcing people through the 

building. 
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Figure 7-1: Cardinal Flow Scheme 1 (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

Direct Flow Scheme 

 In Figure 7-2 the scheme is called the direct flow. Here the walkway directs 

the user from one way from the north and can either walk around or go through the 

existing path. The north pathway is not the best place from the entrance since most 

people would pass by if not noticing area. It would pose a problem with the 

orientation of the buildings since the courtyard would be under direct sunlight, which 

you do not want.  
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Figure 7-2: Direct Flow Scheme 2 (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 

Streamside Courtyard 

 In Figure 7-3, the scheme is called streamside courtyard. Here the buildings 

are aligned west-east, which allows the wind to flow through the buildings providing 

cooling. The alignment of the building also provides some shading to the courtyard, 

especially the south building.  The strategies of collect, protect, and respect can fit 

within this scheme. The scheme allows three access points to the building courtyard. 

This scheme also allows more access to the waterfront. 
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Figure 7-3: Streamside Courtyard (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 

Comparison and Selection 

 In comparison, both scheme 1 and 2 allows too much sun exposure to the 

courtyard and blocks natural wind that may cause the building to use more energy. 

However, scheme 3 benefits with the west-east direction of the building, allowing the 

courtyard to be cooler and comfortable. Scheme 3 also allows a better fit for 

strategies of collect, protect, and respect by having spaces to program these systems. 
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Section 2: Organization  

 
 
Figure 7-4: Ground Floor (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

Ground Floor 

 The Ground Floor as shown in Figure 7-4 are spaces that can be flooded if it 

were to flood in the near future. The program includes the following; the outrigger 

canoe storage and workshop, the kayak storage and vendor, and the grill and 

gathering spaces. The space is centered by the watercourse, which is fed by the roof 

water collection and is collected and stored in the cistern. From the south is a floating 

dock, which allows people to go out on the canal to the canoe. To the west and north 

are bioretention ponds and to the south edge are sidewalk stormwater management 

systems. Lastly, to the far west is a viewing platform where users come to watch 

races or people watching on the canal. The existing walk and bike path is still there 

allowing people to either come into the space or go around. 
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Second Floor 

 
 
Figure 7-5: Second Floor (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 

In the second floor is where the supporting programs are located. Some of the 

spaces include; the classroom/multipurpose rooms, the lobby and admins, and the 

workout and locker rooms. The second floor consists of lanais or balconies that 

provides shade to protect users from the sun. 
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Water Flows  

 
 
Figure 7-6: Water Flows (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 In Figure 7-6 is a water flow diagram that shows the different water systems 

and how they all work together. Figure 7-6 also shows the solar energy from the PV 

panels. Notice how the water system holds the water before even coming out to the 

canal. 
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Section 3: Strategies applied to Waikiki Wa’a Cultural Center 

 
Figure 7-7: Multi-Section Waikiki Wa’a Cultural Center (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 Figure 7-7 is a multi section drawing of the water systems integrated to the 

local context. This shows the overall system as a whole while showing the building 

itself as well.  Below is an illustration that shows how the section is split and how 

each of the strategies were incorporated. 
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Breakdown of Section Drawing 

 
 
Figure 7-8: Section E-E | Bioretention Pond | Sidewalk Stormwater Management (Source: Author, 
Justin Manongdo) 
 
 Figure 7-8 includes the bioretention pond to the north of the site and a 

sidewalk stormwater management system to the south. The strategy was modified to 

integrate to Hawaii’s climate and ecology wildlife.   
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Figure 7-9: Section D-D | Terracing | Roof Water Collection (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 Figure 7-9 includes the terracing, roof water collection, and sidewalk 

stormwater management. The terracing allows the water from surface runoff to be 

purified while irrigating the plants. Where the roof water collection occurs, the rain 

water is collected and then stored within the water course and cistern.  

 
 

 
 
Figure 7-10: Section C-C | Cistern | Sidewalk Stormwater Management (Source: Author, Justin 
Manongdo) 
 
 
 Figure 7-10 includes the bioswale and the sidewalk stormwater management. 

The bioswale is located within the watercourse to pick up the leftover surface runoff 

that has not been purified from any other water systems. This was a breakdown of the 

water strategies within the site and drawing of the sections. 
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Cross-Sections  

 

 
Figure 7-11: Section A-A Water Collection (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 Figure 7-11 shows how the water system connects within this one section cut. 

The cistern on the right is hidden and flows to the center watercourse once it is full. 

This section also shows the connection to the sun movement and how much solar 

energy this building can receive. 

 Figure 7-12 show the long cross section through the site. Where you can see 

the parking has perorated pavers to collect water then moves it to the bioswale to 

filter and purify before heading out to canal.    

 

 
Figure 7-12: Section B-B Water in Relationship to Site (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Perspectives  

 

 
 
Figure 7-13: Northeast Approach Crossing over Bioretention Pond (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 

 
 
Figure 7-14: Main Entrance Waterfall Roof Water Collection (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure7-15: Classroom Second Floor view to Water Course (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7-16: Outrigger canoe dock on Manoa-Palolo Stream (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Section 4: Thesis Defense Presentation 

 

Figure 7-17: Thesis Board 1 (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 7-18: Thesis Board 2 (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 7-19: Thesis Board 3 (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 7-20: Thesis Board 4 (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Figure 7-21: Thesis Board 5 (Source: Author, Justin Manongdo) 
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Chapter 8:  Conclusion  
 

Section 1: Presentation + Critic Response 

 The critics took the thesis very well, but wanted to see the amount of attention 

to detail I worked on with the strategies and effort integrated into a more designed 

architecture. They wanted to see more tectonics of the building and how it would be 

put together. I agree that I should have put more time on the architecture design. I 

think I did not explain the concept of the ahupua’a too well because I wanted to show 

that my building was trying to take the ideas from the traditional values. Overall, the 

critic feedbacks were very helpful and will aid in the expansion of developing the 

project even further with their responses in mind. 

Section 2: Conclusion 

 In conclusion, I have applied my developed strategies to a case study on one 

of the Hawaiian Islands. Where the lessons learned is important in all of the Hawaiian 

Islands and is applicable around the world where land and water meets. 
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Glossary 

 

‘Āina – Land, earth 
 
Ahupua’a – Large traditional socioeconomic, geologic, and climatic subdivision of
 land 
 
‘Akua – deity; God 
 
Ali’i – Hawaiian Royalty 
 
Aloha – Love, affection, compassion, mercy, sympathy, pity, kindness, sentiment,
 grace, charity; greeting, salutation, regards; sweetheart, lover, loved one;
 beloved, loving, kind, compassionate, charitable, lovable; to love, be fond of;
 to show kindness, mercy, pity, charity, affection; to venerate; to remember
 with affection; to greet, hail. Greetings! Hello! Good-by! Farewell! Alas! 
 
Heiau – Hawaiian worship site 
 
Kahuna – Healer; a Hawaiian shaman. 
 
Kapu - is a Hawaiian word that means forbidden, but now it is used as a No
 Trespassing or Stay Out or Keep Out 
 
La’au Lapa’au – Traditional Hawaiian medicine and spirituality; “Solving the
 problems of body, mind and spirit. In Hawaiian Healing the mental is not
 separate from the spiritual and physical. Rely on spiritual insight and most of
 all, guidance from Akua” – Papa Henry Auwae, Po’okela  
 
Lanai – Patio, porch, or balcony 
 
Lehua – A Hawaiian tree, with bright red flowers, yielding a hard wood 
 
Lo’i - taro patch 
 
Malama – To take care of, tend, attend, care for, preserve, protect, maintain; care,
 preservation, support, fidelity, loyalty; caretaker, keeper. 
 
Malama i ka ‘Āina - to take care of the land 
 
Moku – Cut of island, Land Division of Large Districts  
 
Mo’olelo – Mo'o" means succession, and "olelo" means words. A story. 
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‘Ohana – Family 
 
Ohia Lehua – An evergreen tree or shrub of the Hawaiian Islands, having hard wood
 and showy red flowers with numerous long stamens 
 
Wai - Water 
Waiwai – Wealth, lots of water 
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